Business Centre Solutions
Our commercial model and technology sets us apart from other
IT & Telco providers

Switch to VTSL with no risk!
We make it easy. Pay nothing
upfront, cancel at any time and
relax while we project manage
everything.

Generate more revenue from IT &
Telecoms with VTSL
We understand that switching IT & telco providers may not
seem worth the risk, even if it is a good commercial
decision. At VTSL, we reduce that risk to ZERO by switching
you over for free. You pay nothing upfront and can cancel
at any time.

How we do it
1. We remove the commercial risk
There is no requirement to invest in equipment, there are no set-up
fees and no install cost. Moreover there is no minimum term
because we are confident you will love our service.

“We are extremely happy with
VTSL. Their commercial model is

We also understand the balance between needing to offer
competitive rates and make a margin. That is why our pricing
structure and tariffs are designed specifically for business centres.

fantastic, the technology is great
and they really do act as our
partners. I trust them to deliver

2. We remove the technology risk

what our tenants want and they

VTSL was one of the first to market with a hosted VoIP offering for
business centres in 2007. We have invested millions of pounds into
our infrastructure and are a network carrier, not a reseller, with
thousands of happy users across the UK.

always have.”

Our proprietary platform is updated automatically twice a year so
you are never at risk of your system becoming outdated.

- Richard, Chadwick Holdings

VTSL’s business centre solution includes the following:
-

Hosted VoIP telephone system and user-friendly web portal
Award-winning, high quality Mitel IP phones and Cisco switches
Managed switching and bandwidth allocation
24 / 7 in-house technical support and the fastest SLA times
Fibre leased-lines with a back-up line included
In-built disaster recovery; instant diversion to mobiles / other sites

